Founded 125 years ago, Karger is a leading international medical and scientific publisher and the largest in Switzerland, with a worldwide network of branch offices and distribution centers. The Karger publication program comprises over 100 scientific journals amongst them a growing number of Open Access titles and about 150 book titles including supplement or themed journal issues per year covering all medical specialties. With a few exceptions, Karger journals and books are published in English and are available in both print and electronic format.

Editorial Contacts

Profit from our editorial network

Karger offers a range of services and resources to the biomedical research community and benefits from our editorial network. We can connect you with the right contact and publication to see your strategic projects achieved quickly, from Swiss headquarters to local editorial managers around the world, including in newly founded editorial offices in China, Japan and India.

Pharma Services

Let us help you optimize your scientific communications

With a strong affinity to pharmaceutical key research areas, the Karger book and journal program is the ideal vehicle to enhance and support promotional activities for pharmaceutical and related products. A wide range of services and products – both in print and electronic media – can be tailored to your specific requirements and needs.

Optimizing Communication

Helping biomedical research experts to communicate their findings and increase visibility worldwide

We assist you in customizing publications to fit your needs, for instance, by publishing special topical journal issues and sponsored supplement issues. We also offer editorial consulting on publishing projects of all types, from individual articles and classic print book series to eBooks, and strategic consulting on important developments in the publishing industry.

See for yourselves what Karger Pharma Services can do for you!

www.karger.com/pharma-services
Supplement Issues

*Long-term impact, established key target groups and high scientific credibility – use them to your advantage!*

Supplement issues focus on one specific topic from the journal’s scope or present conference proceedings and abstracts. With a sponsored supplement issue, your message is placed within the context of a respected, international, peer-reviewed journal. Since supplement issues are included in subscriptions, you reach a well-targeted audience in addition to the specific groups to which you plan to distribute the issue directly. At the same time, you broaden your reach because Karger supplement issues are routinely forwarded to the top abstracting and indexing services, including PubMed, and their contents are thus widely retrievable online and offline.

Customized Editions

*Let’s talk about the best way to showcase your product*

We can customize any existing publication to create an exclusive giveaway by incorporating your company’s logos and colors, your promotional material or a personalized cover letter: Our flexible options allow you to find the best product for your purpose. We can even redesign the cover or add new articles to existing publications according to your wishes.

The Karger program covers the spectrum of biomedical and related sciences. There is always a current Karger title which your target group will find useful and interesting.

Talk to us: [pharmaservices@karger.com](mailto:pharmaservices@karger.com)
**Bulk Purchase**

*Profit from substantial discounts to create practical and welcome gifts for your audience*

Make a lasting, favorable impression with a highly appreciated giveaway: Bulk orders for Karger books enable you to do so at competitive prices. The Karger serial and non-serial book program comprises topical updates, state-of-the-art reviews and reference works, covering the entire spectrum of biomedical and related sciences. Thanks to an affinity to biomedical and pharmaceutical research areas, you will always find a recent Karger book your target group will appreciate.

Customizing the selected title with a sleeve/banderole or dust jacket in your colors or adding your logo will reflect your brand or corporate identity. To further enhance the impact of your gift, promotional material or a product folder can be included. We do the customizing with your materials or produce them to your orders in-house. Books are shipped in bulk to your distribution hub or mailed to the key opinion leaders with your personalized letter. Tell us your needs and we will put together an offer tailored to your budget and requirements.

Please contact us for a quote: pharmaservices@karger.com

[www.karger.com/pharma-services](http://www.karger.com/pharma-services)
Karger Workshops
Tap into our expertise!

Karger workshops are exceptional because they combine practical how-to information about publishing in international medical journals with lectures from top experts in Karger’s wide range of subject areas. Karger workshops are organized by the publisher and are an excellent event in conjunction with a conference or a closed industry meeting. Classes can be organized anywhere in the world thanks to Karger’s wide network of specialists.

The courses cover areas of Karger’s expertise, including:
• The Peer-Review process
• Best Practice for writing and submitting articles
• Open Access publishing

Interested? Let’s discuss your teaching needs: phamaservices@karger.com
Foreign Rights
‘Das Geburtshülfliche Vademecum’, the first Karger book published in 1890, was translated into nine languages

If you are interested in translating any Karger books and journal volumes into another language, please feel free to get in touch with us.

Permissions to translate single articles or book chapters can easily be obtained through Rightslink®, the Copyright Clearance Center’s online licensing service. Just locate the relevant content on the Karger website, click on the Get Permission link to open the Rightslink® page and place your order.

Contact us for more information and legal aspects: pharmaservices@karger.com

www.karger.com/pharma-services
Reprints and ePrints

Strengthen your company’s research reputation

Reprints
Reprints of articles published in Karger’s respected, peer-reviewed journals are perfect to include in product folders, mailings, presentations and conference bags to assure a wide and targeted readership. Karger reprints can be customized to your specifications: For example, incorporate a company logo or brand colors, create a cover page or add your own advertising material. We will work with you closely to guarantee the final product will meet your requirements.

Licensed Reprints
Licensed Reprints grant you the right to reprint single Karger articles or book chapters, or a selected collection of single articles also under your company’s own branding, if desired. As you organize the printing locally, this is a fast and cost-effective way to order reprints. Permissions to reprint single English-language articles or book chapters or a selected collection of single articles can easily be obtained through Rightslink®, the Copyright Clearance Center’s online licensing service directly on the Karger website. In some countries our reprint services are represented exclusively by the reprints supplier Content’Ed Net.

ePrints
ePrints are reprints of single Karger articles or book chapters in electronic format (PDF files) that can be accessed, viewed or downloaded, and even printed if requested, as many times as needed.

Licensed ePrints
Licensed ePrints are DRM-protected reprints of single Karger articles or book chapters in electronic format (PDF files). Access to an article or book chapter is provided via a link that can be shared online. Integrating ePrints on community or product websites will facilitate clinicians’ and practitioners’ access to the information and increase the global visibility of your research. Permissions can also be obtained through Rightslink®, directly from the Karger website.

Get the full picture of our wide range of services: pharmaservices@karger.com
**Sponsored Access**

*Make a lasting good impression: sponsor subscriptions or online access*

Sponsoring content brings your message directly to opinion leaders and decision makers, and creates a positive relationship with your brand as they read the cogent literature for free – courtesy of your company.

Sponsoring arrangements are highly flexible to suit your needs for timing, topics and location. Any title or product may be sponsored, from single articles or compilations to conference proceedings or abstract issues, to books or serial publications, print and online.

Learn more about how we can be of service: pharmaservices@karger.com

[www.karger.com/pharma-services](http://www.karger.com/pharma-services)
**Advertising and Banners**
*Find the perfect medium for your message in print or online*

**Print Ads**
Advertise in the print edition: With an ad in a Karger specialty journal you reach the decision makers you are targeting.

**Online Banner Ads**
Our banner ad options provide you with eye-catching prominence in the right-hand column of each journal website.

**Inserts and Advertorials**
Most Karger journals also accept loose or bound inserts after editorial approval. Some Karger journals regularly publish Product News in combination with an ad in the same issue, the impact can be even stronger. Discuss your ideas for an advertorial with us so we can create a comprehensive advertising solution for you.

Whatever your advertising needs – we will be glad to assist:
pharmaservices@karger.com
Karger’s exclusively biomedical program retains high affinity with pharmaceutical core fields of research and it thus ideally meets the specialized needs and requirements of the pharma industry library. The Pharma Collection offers you the opportunity to create your own customized collection: you are free to choose any Karger publication – eJournals, serial or non-serial eBooks – or commission us to compose a customized collection with your preferred subject areas.

Pricing
- Collections with 3 new subscriptions: minimum 30% off
- Larger packages: attractive flat rates

Trials
- Free trials to any Karger eJournals available

Your Benefits
- Guaranteed access for five years; perpetual access available
- Unlimited simultaneous access
- Easy access via IP address or User ID and password
- Implemented Google Search
- COUNTER-compliant statistics
- MARC 21 records
- eJournals and eBooks both on the same platform

Full details on Pharma-relevant fields of interest and individual titles are available at www.karger.com/pharmacollection

For more information or a trial contact us: collection@karger.com
We are glad to be of service to you!

The Karger Pharma Services Team
pharmaservices@karger.com

S. Karger AG
Medical and Scientific Publishers
Allschwilerstrasse 10, CH–4009 Basel (Switzerland)

www.karger.com/pharma-services

Karger Main Offices and Representatives

You can find a Karger contact near you: www.karger.com/worldwide

To learn more about Karger Publishers' Editorial Division Asia please go to www.karger.com/YourContacts